
create an oasis wherever you are v i sua l i ze .  organ ize .  beaut i f y .

date:

WHAT'S WORKING

FOR YOU?

CYOO
  WEEK   clothing

Put on some music that gives
you energy and get ready to
divide and conquer. Find an

open area in your home, or use
your bed, and find EVERY article
of clothing you own and make a

pile. Take a photo.
Label the boxes: Alterations,
Donations & Recycling. Sort

everything into the categories
below and write totals for each

     [ ] EMPTY BINS/BOXES   [ ] MUSIC 

     [ ] MAGIC MARKER        [ ] POST-IT NOTES   

     [ ] NOTEPAD & PEN       [ ] H20 & SNACKS

     [ ] LARGE GARBAGE BAGS

GATHER

PANTS tops jackets

dresses skirts fitness

Look at your ratios. based on your everyday needs, do you have any categories that you rarely use? do you
need to add items to your wardrobe? Do these clothes still suit you and your lifestyle? Remember that no
matter what you paid, if you aren’t going to wear it, it needs a new home. Don't delay by looking for a buyer,
pay it forward regardless of your investment and fill in the gaps only with clothing that brings you joy.

dressy:_____

work:_____

jeans:_____

leggings:_____

____________:_____

blouses:_____

t-shirts:_____

sweaters:_____

sleeveless:_____

 _________:_____

work:_____

casual:_____

outerwear:_____

 ____________:_____

work:_____

casual:_____

occasion:_____

 ____________:_____

work:_____

casual:_____

occasion:_____

 ____________:_____

t-shirts:_____

shorts:_____

sweats:_____

 ____________:_____
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date:

WHERE IS YOUR

SYSTEM?
CYOO
WEEK paper

5
In an open area, find EVERY

piece of paper in your home.
sort by categories below and as
you go through each piece, ask

yourself what can become
electronic, what catalogs and

junk mail lists you can remove
yourself from and the necessity

of any of your papers.
*Almost anything can be looked
up online, paid online or stored

in the cloud.

     [ ] EMPTY BINS/BOXES   [ ] MUSIC 

     [ ] POST-IT NOTES         [ ] H20 & SNACKS

     [ ] RECYCLING BAGS     [ ] NOTEPAD & PEN

           

     

GATHER

* If you haven’t heard of the app called Evernote, I have found this to be a great way to create virtual
“notebooks”. With it you can take a quick photo, type a note, scan receipts and it keeps everything in
the categories you create without having to keep all those pieces of paper. Evernote has great free e-
book in the ibooks app called “Evernote Unleashed” with more helpful ways to reduce paper.

magazines: catalogs:

offers: time-sensitive:

instruction manuals: bills:

#of subscriptions_____
#of months unread_____

do i shop here? 
can i shop online?

do i need this?
when will i use it?

is this important?
by when?

throw these away,
everything is online

opt out of  paper statements
set up online bill pay

put a reminder in your calendar put a reminder in your calendar
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date:

WHAT'S WORKING

FOR YOU?

CYOO
  WEEK   books, music &

Electronics

Gather your books in an open area
and create stacks. Sort by categories

below and as you touch each book,
decide if it still resonates with you

and makes you feel good. When you
come across a book that you feel
you “should” read, if you haven’t

read it after a few months, let it go.
For the books worthy of living with

you, create the categories below
and take measurements. continue

with all categories of media.

     [ ] EMPTY BINS/BOXES   [ ] TAPE MEASURE

     [ ] MAGIC MARKER        [ ] POST-IT NOTES   

     [ ] NOTEPAD & PEN       [ ] H20 & SNACKS

 

GATHER

books music

electronics other media

Important: if you are a NYC resident, as of 1/1/2015, it is illegal to throw out electronics. Check in your area to
see your local rules. There are plenty of resources, like Best Buy and Staples who have recycling programs and
there are also services that will pick up working electronics to be donated.

fiction:_____ = _____"

business:_____ = _____"

reference:_____ = _____"'

____________:_____ = _____"

cds:_____ = _____"

lps:_____ = _____"

tapes:_____ = _____"

 ___________:_____ = _____"

computer :_____

phone :_____

ipod/mp3 :_____

 ____________:_____

tv :_____

dvd/vcr :_____

game consoles:_____

 ____________:_____
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date:

WHERE IS YOUR

SYSTEM?
CYOO
WEEK kitchen

5
This is a great opportunity to clean out your cabinets, give them a good scrubbing and
make sure you are not holding on to flavorless spices that are 10 years old. Divide up
your remaining items by category of use, obviously keeping like with like. Daily use
items should be within arms reach, monthly items slightly out of reach and occasional
use may be stored elsewhere in the home if they only make an appearance 1x per year.
For example, holiday dishes/candles/potholders, etc. can be stored with your holiday
ornaments.

* If you haven’t heard of the app called Evernote, I have found this to be a great way to create virtual
“notebooks”. With it you can take a quick photo, type a note, scan receipts and it keeps everything in
the categories you create without having to keep all those pieces of paper. Evernote has great free e-
book in the ibooks app called “Evernote Unleashed” with more helpful ways to reduce paper.

daily use:

monthly use:

occasional use:
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needs to be replaced:
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date:

WHERE IS YOUR

SYSTEM?
CYOO
WEEK toiletries

5
Most women I know care a lot about their skin. I'm often surprised by their reaction when I
point out that the jar they stick their fingers in is brimming with bacteria. In humid and
warm environments like your bathroom, the quality of your products breaks down faster
and becomes compromised. The stuff you use daily, I am not so concerned with. It’s the
stuff you use occasionally that hangs around for years after you’ve found a better product.
Take stock below of what your use, what you have and what needs to be replaced.

This is a great way to streamline your daily routine and take inventory. Do the same process for your
prescriptions, OTC meds, vitamins, first aid kit and nail polish. Plan a yearly purge!

daily use:

monthly use:

occasional use:
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needs to be replaced:


